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Uniting Stakeholders. Improving Collaboration.

The eClose Advantage
with SimpleNexus
Combine integrated eClose functionality with SimpleNexus' leading digital mortgage platform for 
more efficient workflows, increased cost savings, and a more convenient borrower experience.

Optimal Customer
Experience

A single-platform experience ensures 
borrowers enjoy the ease of access without 
needing to create additional sign-on 
credentials. Automatic status updates and 
instant chat tools provide the transparency 
and guidance customers need to navigate 
the closing process with confidence.

Closing Document Accuracy
and Simplification

As Lenders and Settlement Agents 
collaborate on closing loans, SimpleNexus 
makes life easier by maintaining a single 
set of Closing Documents throughout the 
whole process. Documents are redrawn 
frequently and SimpleNexus helps with 
automated workflow which ensures that 
Settlement Agents and Borrowers are 
always working with the most recent and 
accurate documents.

Efficient Workflows for Closers
& Post Closers

The SimpleNexus eClose solution 
enables lending teams to easily manage 
closings (wet, hybrid) using a single 
platform with direct LOS integration for 
added workflow efficiency without 
disruption to existing processes. Closers 
and post closers are automatically 
notified when transaction steps are 
completed by the title agent or borrower. 
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Better Features
for a Better eClose
Purchase & Refi Compatibility

eClose with SimpleNexus offers support for purchase and refinance 
scenarios. Lenders enjoy the added flexibility of a single closing 
solution for both transaction types.

Instant Chat

Stay connected with borrowers through integrated instant messaging. 
Communication is automatically logged and saved for added 
compliance convenience.

Mobile eSigning

Integrated mobile eSign capabilities plus support for responsive web 
gives lenders cross-channel feature parity to deliver added borrower 
convenience and time savings.

Security & Uptime Availability

SimpleNexus utilizes geofencing, IP-logging, SOC II, regular PEN tests, 
full redundancy for a more secure and reliable full platform solution 
boasting 99.9% uptime.

Multiple Partner Integrations

We partner with all the leading industry eClose technology providers to 
deliver a comprehensive solution coupled with ease of use.

“ This system is 
integrated to all of 
our other software 
systems - making 
things seamless.”




